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radio wiring diagram you need to install your car stereo and save time. Scroll down and find the
Ford wire guide you need. Every Ford stereo wiring diagram contains information from other
Ford owners. Really need wiring diagram for expedition sync radio with factory sub and dual
rear dvd headrests thanks. I need a Ford Escape radio and amp wiring diagram with premium
Audiophile sound with Sync and voice activated navigation. Can you help? I have ford
expedition with cd cassette deck radio without rear dvd and without steering wheel radio
controls. I just bought a cd navigation stereo out of a expedition could you send me what ever
wiring diagrams I may need to wire in the gps stereo in my dash so it will work? That would be
greatly appreciated. Reece, as much as we would like to help you with your Ford Courier, our
website only features wiring information about United States Domestic Market vehicles. Good
luck with your Ford Courier stereo wiring diagram search. Rommel, as much as we would like to
assist you, most of the car radio wiring info listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We
currently do not have the Ford Fiesta radio wiring information but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to chime in and post a reply. I have ford
escape and I wanted to put a new stereo in so I was wondering if I could get the wiring diagram
for itâ€¦. Brad, as much as we would like to assist you, most of the car radio wiring information
listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the Ford Mustang II
stereo wire info but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would
be able to assist you. Thank you. Aaron, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car
stereo wire information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not
have the Ford E radio wiring information but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable
Modified Life community would be able to chime in and help you out. Will really appreciate it,
Thanks. Thx so much for your time!!! Stephen, as much as we would like to help you with your
Ford Falcon Turbo, we only have information about United States Domestic Market cars. Good
luck with your search. You can do this by using an Automotive Fuse Tester and making sure all
of your fuses are not blown. If all of your fuses are good, your Ford Explorer may have a factory
amp that needs to be turned on by your aftermarket stereo. The car radio amplifier trigger wire
has to be wired up to turn on your factory amp to output sound from your speakers. Hope this

points you in the right direction. Good luck with your Ford Explorer radio install. Still, as much
as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring information listed on our website is
provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the Crown Victoria Police Interceptor stereo
wiring information but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community
would be able to chime in and help you out. Julie, yes you can hook up your an amplifier and
subwoofer to your stock stereo. You will need some aftermarket electronics to hook up a
subwoofer to your Ford Escape factory stereo. You will need five components:. Car Subwoofer
2. Car Subwoofer Box to house your car subwoofer. Car Audio Amplifier that matches your
subwoofer power needs and ohm rating. Car Amplifier Wiring Kit that can handle the power
needs of your amplifier. RCA Line Out Converter to feed an audio signal from your factory radio
to your aftermarket amplifier. First run all your amplifier power from your car battery to where
you plan on mounting your amplifier. Next, run your ground wire from your grounding point to
your amplifier. This will provide an audio signal to your after market amp. Lastly, connect your
subwoofer to your after market amplifier using the speaker wire in the amplifier wiring kit. Hope
this helps. Good luck with your Ford Escape amplifier and subwoofer installation. My main
issue is finding a converter. I have a stock 6-disc cd changer and want to keep it, everybody is
telling me i have to buy a aftermarket cd player thoughâ€¦. Please helpâ€¦thanks! Aaron, as
much as we would like to help you with your Ford Falcon, we only have information about
United States Domestic Market cars. Good luck with your Ford Falcon stereo wiring diagram
search. Ben, as much as we would like to help you with your Ford Laser, we only have
information about United States Domestic Market cars. Kevin, you will need an automotive
auxiliary input adapter. This adapter will allow you to input any mp3 player or portable music
player into your factory radio. This is the easiest and most cost effective way to add an audio
input into your factory stereo. Here is the adapter you will need:. Aux Input Adapter for Ford
Escape. Good luck with your Ford Escape aux input adapter installation. Im looking for a 07
Ford Escape in dash 6 cd Audiophile wiring diagram and what would i need to hoop up my iPod
to it? I need the radio wiring diagram for a Ford F reg cab. I removed the old radio and
according to some people they say I have a premium sound system. The radio I removed has 2
seperate plugs on the back. The adapter kit I bought only has one plug that fits the one stock
connector. Is there a seperate amp that goes to the second plug and then to the speakers, if so
where is it located? Do I need to buy a special adapter? That way your amplifier is on whenever
your Ford Fusion is on and off whenever your Ford Fusion is off. Just make sure to run an
in-line fuse holder with a 1-amp fuse on the amplifier turn on wire. Good luck with your Ford
Fusion amplifier install. I need the factory amp wiring diagram for a Fusion sport with the Sony
audio package. Specifically looking for the factory amp turn on wire to tap for another amp.. I
have a f with the Sony navigation and I wanted to take out the sub it comes with and put in
aftermarket amp and sub do u have the speaker wire diagram and something on how to remove
the stereo to splice in to the wires to add the RCA output thing. Thank u. The Falcon is
Australian model i dont know what the us equivalent is. That way your amplifier is on whenever
your Ford F is on and off whenever your Ford F is off. Which wire do I use for an amplifier
remote turn on in a f? If you know a pin that would work too. Thanks for your help. Good luck
with your Ford Explorer navigation system installation. Lonny, most late model vehicles do not
have inputs to feed an mp3 audio signal to your factory stereo. You would have to install
automotive auxiliary input adapter. An automotive auxiliary input adapter will allow you to input
any mp3 player or portable music player into your factory radio. This is the easiest and most
cost effective to add an audio input into your factory stereo. Auxiliary Input Adapter for Ford F
Good luck with your Ford F aux input adapter installation. I have a ford F super duty that has the
ford six CD changer stereo stock in it. I was wondering if there is a place on this stereo to plug
an auxiliary I-pod. I noticed on the front of the stereo there is an auxiliary push button. I am
looking for a car stereo wiring diagram for a Ford Ranger. Specifically for the front and rear
speakers. Kevin, most late model vehicles do not have rca outputs on the factory radio to feed
an audio signal to your aftermarket amplifier. You would have to install a line out converter to
supply an audio output. Here is the Line-Out Converter you need:. We suggest you invest in
some solid wire taps that wont come loose. These wire tap connectors will allow you to tap into
wires without cutting and installs in seconds by hand with no crimping or tools required. Good
luck. The idiot that owned my car before me chopped up all the wires. Hi, i am looking for the
wiring diagram for a ford fusion sport, 12 sony surround speaker system, sync, no nav screen.
That way your amplifier is on whenever your Ford Taurus is on and off whenever your Ford
Taurus is off. Good luck with your amplifier install. I need a wiring diagram for a 93 Ford Probe
GT. It has a premium factory system. Cool Site! Installing new CD player in. Danzart,
unfortunately we only feature wiring diagrams for United States Domestic Market vehicles.
Good luck on your Ford Fairmont radio wiring diagram search. I am looking for the stereo wiring

for a Ford F with the 6 CD changer in the back. Woft, unfortunately we only feature wiring
diagrams for United States Domestic Market vehicles. Good luck on your El Falcon Futura radio
wiring diagram search. Hiâ€¦ I have a EL Falcon futura this is Australian model and name and i
dont know if you have the equivalent under a different name. It has a cheap and nasty stereo
fitted model FCTA2-B and i would like a wiring diagram for it if possible. I am looking for a radio
wiring diagram for a Ford Thunderbird Elan 5. That way your amplifier is on whenever your is on
and off whenever your car is off. Good luck with your amp install. Allan, unfortunately we only
feature wiring diagrams for United States Domestic Market vehicles. Good luck on your wire
diagram search. I would like the stero wiring diagram for a ed ford station wagon-4 speakeraustralian made vehicle. I am trying to install a newer sterio. Does anyone have the wiring color
diagram? Justin, most late model vehicles do not have rca outputs on the factory radio to feed
an audio signal to your aftermarket amplifier. I have a Ford Ranger that i bought an amp for, and
i need to know what wires i need to splice into on the factory unit for the RCA wires and which
wire to use as the amp trigger wire. I need a wiring diagram for a Ford Explorer Sport trac with
the Piooneer premium sound system, amp, sub woofer,and rear seat control. Can you please
help me with this? I need a radio wiring diagram for a Ford Explorer Sport Trac with the Pioneer
Premium sound system with a amp and one sub woofer. I have the model with the 6 CD changer
and amplifier. Chris, unfortunately we only feature wiring diagrams for United States Domestic
Market vehicles. Good luck on your search. I am looking for a radio wiring diagram color code
for a ford explorer sport truck. Looking for a stereo wiring diagram for ford expedition eddie
bauer with entertainment system. Wanting to replace factory amp in Ford T Bird, has the
premium soud system, need wiring diag and color codes for all the wires at the factory amp.
Thanks, Tim. Tony, as much as we would like to help you we do not have wiring diagrams for
Australian vehicles. We only have car stereo wiring diagrams for USDM vehicles. I spoke with a
company and they said it had to be hardwired. However, the previous owner had a working
harness.. If we find it, we will post it as soon as possible. Please check back. Thanks for
visiting. If nothing else would like to have the wiring for the power antenea not sure what wires I
need to hook it up to an aftermarket stereo. Thanks Floyd. Thanks, Jose. Any help would be
great Thanks in advance. Thank you! If you could send me this that would be awesome. I am
looking for a stock amp wiring diagram for a mustang gt convertible. Also a radio wiring
diagram would be great. Im trying to install a aftermarket stereo in my 96 ford explorer xlt eddie
bower with jbl and cd changer can you please show me the wiring diagram? Good Luck. I have
a Ford Taurus that I would like to install a system into. I would like to keep my factory radio due
to how it is installed in the car already built in with the heater controls. My plan was to splice
into the rear speaker wire to get my source for the amp I know a already amplified source will
lead to distortion and humâ€¦ What I need is to know is what wire do I splice into on the back of
the radio for the remote power on the amp? I am looking for a radio wireing diagram for a ford
windstarâ€¦The factory color codes are needed. Dwayne, you can simply take a AA battery,
connect two wires to each end and then touch the positive side wire and the negative side wire
to each speaker terminal. If the speaker cone moves outward, then the positive speaker terminal
is the side with the positive side wire. If the speaker cone moves inward then the positive
speaker terminal is the negative side wire. When testing for polarity, just tap the terminals. Do
not leave your speaker connected to the battery as it may damage it. Which one is the positive
and negative on each door? I would like to find a wiring diagram to the stereo unit in a Ford
Mustang. It has the Fm reciever with tape deck and a seperate cd player unit. All your help will
be appreciated. I am looking for a wiring diagram of the stock radio on the Ford Focus S model.
I want to hook up an amp and sub, and I know I need to use a line output converter, but I need to
find out what wires to use for the rear left and right positive and negative and the accessory
turn on lead. It only has the basic, stock 4 speaker set up. Thank You. I am looking for a radio
and speaker wiring diagram for Ford Fusion SE with the premium sound 6 speakers with amp.
Please help! I am looking for a radio wiring diagram for a ford explorer with factory cd changer.
We have a 98 mustang convertible, I fear it has the seperate radio and stock amplifier. How can
we wire a standard aftermarket radio to it?? Sean, it will take extensive electrical know how to
change the color of the radio lighting. We recommend you get a car radio that features
selectable color settings. Installing an amp and need speaker wire colors and 12V switched wire
for remote power on. Thanks in advanceâ€¦. I want to install an amp and some other speakers. It
sounds like your radio screen may have burned out. You can either get it repaired by an
authorized repair center or replace the whole radio. My problem is the radio is functioning but
no LCD monitor. I need a diagram for a Crown Victoria with standard cassette. Can anyone help
me pls? I have a ford aerostar and I need a stereo wiring diagram desperately. Angela, Use the
dark blue wire for your power antenna. The dark blue wire is used for the amp as well. It has the
Cli
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mate control system in it and has a JBL speaker set up. I am looking for a stereo wiring
diagram for a Ford F pickup. Any information you can send me would be appreciated. I need the
pinouts for the 16 pin plug that goes into the radio for a Ford Explorer. I have a ford mustang lx.
When i bought it there was no stereo or anyting in it. Just recently bought a sony xplod gs
stereo for it. Upon looking at the wires in there i couldnt decypher what was what. There are 4
red ones that i thought were the speakers but one has a black running along side it. Any help is
greatly appreciated. I am in need of a radio wiring diagram for a ford explorer xlt, the radio that
was in it got stolen so I am trying to put another in.. Josh, ask and you shall receive: Ford
Mustang Radio Wires. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Ford Radio
Stereo Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will
not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife.

